Welcome to the final 2018 edition of ExpEDItE: The Science Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Roundup, an initiative of the UNSW Faculty of Science Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Working Group. Below, we’ve collated recent coverage of EDI topics in the realms of Science, STEM, and higher education and included academic work relevant to EDI efforts in Science. We’ll kick off again in early 2019 – happy holidays to our readers!

Please forward to your colleagues that you think may be interested. To subscribe to ExpEDItE or suggest future content please email Science.EDI@unsw.edu.au.

PARTICIPATE


READ

- UNSW Newsroom: UNSW Sydney awarded inaugural Athena SWAN Bronze Award for advancing gender equity in STEMM
- National Centre for Student Equity: People seeking asylum in Australia: Access and support in higher education.
- The Conversation: Twelve charts on race and racism in Australia.
- Lumina Foundation: Higher Education equity policies around the globe (an analysis)
- The Conversation: Women have been written out of science history – time to put them back
LISTEN

- Fierce Girls: For young people: Tales of Australia's most extraordinary women and girls
- Science Focus: Inequality in Science
- Nature Careers Podcast: Women in physics, women in Africa

WATCH

- Corporate Cartooning: Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
- TedxSydney: How diversity in Fire and Rescue will build a safer society

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS


Want to change how you receive these emails? You can unsubscribe from this list by emailing Science.EDI@unsw.edu.au. You can read past editions of ExpEDite here.